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Over the last decade, pulmonary assessment has become the passionate focus of new sonographic applications, initially through the adult sub-specialties of intensive care and emergency medicine. Various LUS artifacts, previously dismissed for the most part by radiologists, have become valuable in the ability to draw conclusions about underlying lung conditions. Numerous phenomena have been described and various new terms and signs have been defined, such as A and B lines, seashore sign, sliding sign, bat sign, comet-tail artifact and lung point etc. (4, 7, (11) (12) (13) The drive by our clinical colleagues was likely through increased availability of portable US machines and the ability to rapidly scan at the bedside, so-called point of care ultrasound (POCUS). Conventional imaging techniques were not always accessible or readily available, and LUS became an alternative option where the confidence in the diagnostic accuracy of the standard chest radiograph for certain conditions, such as childhood pneumonia, is lower than desired (14, 15) . Numerous recent studies show the applicability and findings of LUS in neonatal respiratory distress syndrome, transitory tachypnoea of the newborn (TTN, former called "wet lung") and other lung diseases (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . Furthermore, LUS has been shown useful for finding small consolidations in the lung periphery, depicting small effusions, and even diagnosing pneumothorax (2, 3, 5, 9, 26, 27) . However, with all these advances there is one intrinsic problem. Most of these recent studies looked at a pre-selected patient group, trying to answer a specific clinical question, with intrinsic bias through patient selection. Only very limited systemic, unbiased blinded and randomized studies are available compared to the gold standard, i.e. CT of the lung. A recent meta-analysis of LUS in neonatal RDS also confirms this bias, demonstrating that whatever US may show with a very high sensitivity if performed properly covering the entire chest, the specificity remains low when taking all possible lung conditions into account (28) (29) (30) . Selection bias and study design (non-random or non-sequential participants) may lead to an over-estimation of diagnostic accuracy. In general, tachypnoea in a premature or a full--term newborn remains a diagnostic challenge for our clinical colleagues, at times maintaining a differential diagnosis rather than being specific, thus it is understandable that new imaging options allowing for a rapid bedside differentiation are pushed -sometimes overestimating their reliability, but still helpful in the individual situation with respect to the clinical symptoms & information.
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Examples and causes for potential misreading are as follows:
In small children with immature lung architecture, atelectasis occurs very quickly, as frequently seen on CT and MRI scans under anaesthesia. LUS can detect these peripheral lung lesions better than chest radiograph, but not all peripheral lesions equal pneumonia. US also cannot cover regions deeper to the aerated lung surface. Thus, it is unlikely that LUS will detect central or perihilar processes, or rounded pneumonia. In older children, the scapulae might prevent complete visualization of all areas, despite attempted upper limb maneuvers. Deeper vessels and the position of the tracheal tube cannot be consistently or sufficiently assessed by US. There is also a likely widespread general publication bias with regard to both LUS, as well as POCUS in general. Based on anecdotal experience, our clinician colleagues probably do not publish all their US diagnostic interpretation errors, such as epididymitis versus testicular torsion, or pneumothorax versus emphysema / air trapping, or cavitation versus empyema.
All these aspects have to be considered when performing and interpreting a chest US or LUS. It is difficult to state definitively that LUS can replace all chest radiographs or CTs. LUS can potentially reduce the number of chest radiographs, both as a follow-up or as a first-line investigation supporting the initial clinical suspicion, helping to evaluate management before and during treatment, or supplementing other imaging techniques. POCUS has arguably even greater potential in remote areas or developing countries. Nevertheless, before its potential can be completely judged, superior clinical research needs to be performed, with better-designed, unbiased, randomized studies, greater statistical power, clearly outlined definitions of conditions and clinical questions to be answered, and looking at efficacy and treatment/ prognosis implications. It might be that a redefinition of some conditions may be needed in the future, e.g. "consolidation" and "atelectasis", due to the latest LUS findings. The natural history of respiratory tract infections may also need to be reconsidered, in that some small pneumonic consolidation may be far more common than known previously; it could represent almost a normal or incidental manifestation of a lower respiratory tract infection, and thus does not need to be considered as serious as it traditionally has been. It could be also argued whether we do need to look for it as often as we do.
In summary, LUS has its important role, but should be applied with caution considering the restrictions and limitations. LUS must be performed skillfully and adequately, then helping to minimize radiation burden by diagnosing many conditions and reducing the need for plain filmsthough sometimes differential diagnosis will be difficult and bias from clinical expectation may occur.
